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You are so far away and so often in my mind
New editorial office for this newsletter
After 25 edition of the EANET newsletter HvA is transferring its role as editor of our newsletter to
CHNU. This means that you will have to send you updates to a new email address:
eanetnewsletter@gmail.com
The person who is going to gather all information of CHNU is Oleksandr Dubolazov, he did send
us his introduction:
Dear Partnership,
My name is Oleksandr Dubolazov and I am a member of the TEMPUS EANET team of CHNU.
I am a PhD at the Institute of Physics, Technology and Computer Sciences of CHNU. I am also
glad to be a part of this project and be able to contribute to the development of entrepreneurship
in Ukraine.
In 2016, starting with the next newsletters I will be the contact person for your updates for the
EANET Newsletter, I will also be the person responsible for sending out the ready newsletters to
the members of our Partnership. Hence , I kindly ask you to send your updates to the newsletter
considering EANET project to the following email: eanetnewsletter@gmail.com
Let us all have a successful and productive 2016 year!
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ISU Entrepreneur Alumni Center events

On December 3d Ilia State University Entrepreneur Alumni Center organized a job fair for the
students. More than 20 companies participated with vacancies and internships in enterprises.
Today, ISU students are already employed on different jobs. The next job fair is planned to be
held in late spring so that each Georgian partner university will have ability to participate.
The center successfully continues the series of workshops EANET TALKS. The next talk is
planned to be on December 17th. The speaker is the member of the center, who recently
arrived from Israel Innovations Fair. His workshop topic is “Key to Success for Startups on the
Example of Israel”. The workshop will be held for every student who is interested in
entrepreneurship and innovations. The project will continue in 2016 and each EANET TALKS
event will be held at ISU.
From: ISU
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Has the business model canvas been hacked by Tristan Kromer?
At HvA entrepreneurship education we think, talk, smell, live “BCM” of Alexander Osterwalder.
It’s our common language.Last year we got in contact with Tristan Kromer from the USA. He
brought some new interesting insights to the BCM. If you are interested in finding out what his
insights are, check
grasshopperherder.com

.
Next week I have a Skype meeting with him. If you are interested in his work and have some
questions for him. Send them to me I can ask him. The subject we are going to discuss is his
plan to do a train the trainer in Europe and probably it’s nice for HvA to host this and take part of
this training
From: HvA Michael Tuguntke

Alumni in the Jubilee Book of University
To commemorate the anniversary since establishment of Kharkov National Automobile and
Highway University (KhNAHU), Ukraine, a very catchy, beautiful and interesting bookalbum has
been designed and published. The book reflects the history of university and achievements for
85 years of university scientific and pedagogic activities, it presents biographies of outstanding
pedagogues and scholars who set up wellknown scientific schools in the fields of motor car
construction, transport and road construction. Faculties, departments and other divisions are
presented as they are nowadays in the university. A third of the jubilee book is devoted to the
university alumni who became successful in their professional activity, made their ALMA
MATER famous, created good reputation for their pedagogues and scholars, proliferated
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traditions and achievements of university.

During the jubilee celebrations, the publisher (LOGOSKiev) made the presentation of the book.
He informed guests about the stages of work over the book, expressed his gratitude to the
project participants who researched in university evolution and provided texts for the book. The
heartiest words were told to the alumni of KhNAHU who financed the project in order the book
could be published. Alumni tell us about their work after graduation from the university, their
achievements when making themselves a career, their enterprises and companies. The majority
of our alumni are entrepreneurs and business people of a various status. While working over the
book, they were informed about the EANET project and the establishment of the Association of
alumnientrepreneurs. Most alumni expressed their readiness to cooperate within the framework
of the Association.
From: KhNAHU Tokhtar Georgi
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SEARCH TO BE CONTINUED…
Having established and registered the Association of AlumniEntrepreneurs of the Universities
in Kharkov, Ukraine, in accordance with the tasks of the project, all the project participants
challenge a major task – to promote the Association and involve partnersalumni for effective
mutually beneficial activity. All the tasks have repeatedly been discussed at meetings with
alumnientrepreneurs, and the search of cooperation methods and arguments continues.
Kharkov National Automobile and Highway University (KhNAHU) has recently hosted a working
meeting of alumnientrepreneurs, university teachers and employees. Keeping in mind the idea
that success of any business is determined by people, we have selected the most effectively
working representatives in various fields of activity at university. The participants have had
‘brainstorming’ to study the problem. As a result, there are four directions of cooperation for
alumnientrepreneurs:
between the alumnientrepreneurs within the Association on a universitybased platform. The
main task is to exchange business information, communicate, promote goods and services in
the medium of the entrepreneurs;
between the entrepreneurs and university students. The main task is to train students as
entrepreneurs, to train wellqualified personnel and employ them in the future;
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between the entrepreneurs and university scholars, specialists and teachers to get consultation
in the fields of engineering, economy, law, psychology, expert assessment of decisions taken
etc.;
between all the categories of employees, students, Masters, postgraduates and young
scientists to establish, promote and put into practice startup projects.
So, the programmes of activities in each field are developed, an executive officer is selected
and the efficient working group of the EANETKhNAHU project is created.
Tokhtar Georgi
KhNAHU, Ukraine

Upcoming events
●

April 2016: PSC4 meeting together with International Highlight event in Moldova April
3,4,5 and 6 th at ASEM

Appendix
If you follow this
link

you open a form where you can put the updates you want to share with
your EANET partners.
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